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Abstract 
Honkala, I., On lengthening of covering codes, Discrete Mathematics 106/107 (1992) 291-295. 
We study a construction method introduced by Kamps and van Lint and generalized by 
Blokhuis and Lam, and van Lint jr and show how the theorem of Cauchy and Davenport and 
other related results about finite fields can be used in the lengthening of covering codes over 
prime power alphabets. 
1. Introduction 
Suppose C is a q-ary code, i.e., C E F”, where F is a q-element alphabet. In 
this paper we assume that q is a prime power and that the alphabet F is the finite 
field !Fq of q elements. If X, y E F& we say that their Hamming distance d(x, y) is 
the number of coordinates in which they differ from each other. The weight of 
n E 5; is the number of nonzero coordinates in X. The covering radius of C is 
defined to be the smallest integer R with the property that every x E 5: is within 
Hamming distance R from at least one codeword of C. We denote by K&z, R) 
the smallest possible cardinality in any code C E ffa with covering radius R. 
Covering radius problems have been intensively studied in recent years, see, e.g., 
[2,3,5,8, and 121. 
In this paper we consider the following construction method introduced by 
Kamps and Van Lint [lo] and generalized by Blokhuis and Lam [l] and Van Lint 
Jr [13]. 
Suppose A = (Ir ; 0) is an r x n matrix where Z, is an r x I identity matrix. A set 
S E IFi is said to R-cover lFi using A if every x E IF: can be represented as a sum of 
one element of S and an ffq-linear combination of at most R of the columns of A, 
i.e., if given x E FG we can find a word y E lFz of weight at most R and a word s E S 
such that x = Ay + s. 
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Theorem 1 ([lo, 1,131). Zf S is an R-covering of lFi using A then the code 
C = {x E IF”, 1 Ax E S} has ISI q”-’ codewords and covering radius at most R. 
Proof. Suppose 2 E F-G. Then AZ E IFi and we can find a word y E !I: of weight at 
most R such that AZ =Ay + s for some s E S. Then A(z - y) E S and hence 
z-yECandd(z,z-y)sR. Cl 
This construction is very flexible and can be generalized to different situations, 
e.g., for multiple coverings [6], multiple coverings of the farthest-off points [7], 
and mixed codes [16]. Simulated annealing can be used in searching for suitable A 
and S [ll, 161. We now discuss how this construction and results about finite 
fields can be used in the lengthening of covering codes over prime power 
alphabets. 
2. The case when q is a prime 
We shall almost exclusively deal with the case when q is a prime. The following 
result by Cauchy and Davenport [4] turns out to be very useful. 
Theorem 2 ([4]). Zf q isaprimeandM,N~ff,aresuchthatM+N={a+b~a~ 
M, b E N} # IF,, then 
IM + Nj 3 IMI + INI - 1. 
Using this theorem we can now prove the following generalization of [l, 
Theorems 2.21 and 4.11, and [13, Theorem 1.4.21 (in the case when q is a prime). 
Theorem 3. Zf q is a prime, then 
K 4 (tn + 1 R) <sq(‘-l)“K , (n R) 4 ’ 
where s = max{ 1, q - (t - 1)R). 
Proof. Let a, = 0, and a,, . . . , u, be any different elements of IF,\(O) and denote 
M = {a,, u2, . . . , a,}. We choose in Theorem 1 the following (n + 1) x (tn + 1) 
matrix over IF, 
Let NE: IF, be arbitrary such that (N( = max{l, q - (t - 1)R). Suppose C s fft has 
covering radius R. We then define 
S = ((6, c)’ 1 b E N, c E C} 
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and claim that S is an R-covering of Fz+’ using A. The statement of Theorem 3 
then follows from Theorem 1. 
Let (x, y), x E LF,, y E LF;, be arbitrary. Because C has covering radius R, there 
is a codeword c E C such that d(c, y) 6 R. Denote z = y - c and suppose that the 
nonzero coordinates of z are z(i,) = myI, z(&) = (Ye, . . . , z(ik) = a&. Denote by Ai 
the ith column of A. 
Ifk<R, thenforanybEN 
(x, y)‘= (b, c)~ + (X - b)Al + 2 WjA,+i, 
i=l 
is a required representation. 
If k = R, then by Theorem 2 
~,M+ir,M+~~~+~RM+N=~, 
because 
Therefore we can choose an element b E N and integers k(j), 1 G k(j) s t, for 
j = 1,2, . . . , R, such that &iak(i) + &Zak(Z, + * - * + aRak(R) + b =x, and then 
(K Y>'= (b, Cl’+ ,gl @jh+i,+(k(j)--l)n 
is a required representation. •I 
Corollary 4. If q is a prime and 1 s t 6 q then 
K,(tn + 1, 1) S (q - t + 1)q”-WC&z, 1). 
When t = q, Corollary 4 reduces to [ 1, Theorem 4.11, and when II is of the form 
(qh - l)/(q - 1) (= the length of a 
reduces to [l, Theorem 2.21. 
q-ary Hamming code) then Corollary 4 
Corollary 5. If q is a prime and R 3 q 
K,(2n + 1, R) s q”K,(n, R). 
- 1 then 
Example 1. Using the ternary Golay code and Corollary 5 we get K,(23, 2) s 
311 K,(ll, 2) = 317. For a table of bounds on ternary codes of length at most 14, 
see [15]. 
In Theorem 3 the elements of M and N were arbitrary. We can often sharpen 
the argument by choosing them in a suitable way, see the next section. 
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3. The case when q is a prime power 
In this case we only mention Theorems 7 and 8 that can be proved using the 
following result by TietSvGnen [18]. Other similar results can be obtained, e.g., 
using another result by Tiet%v%nen [17, Lemma 11. 
Theorem 6 ([18]). Let q = pU be odd, where p is a prime, and a,, az, . . . , aR E 
IF,\(O). Suppose kdiuidesp”- 1, (p” - 1)/k does not dividep”- lfor l<v<u, 
and k -C (p” - 1)/2. Then the form 
k k k a,xl + a,xz f. . . + aRxR 
represents either all the elements or at least (2R - l)(q - 1)/k + 1 elmenls of IF,. 
Theorem 7. Suppose that q =pU is odd, where p is a prime, t > 2, t 1 p” - 1, 
ttp”-1 for l~v<~. Then 
K4((t + 1)n + 1, R) 4 sqrnK,(n, R) 
where s = max{l, q - (2R - l)t}. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3, but we now choose 
IMI = t + 1 and M = {the ((q - 1)lt)th powers in IF,} and use Theorem 6. 
Furthermore, like in [l, proof of Theorem 2.21, we need the following simple 
observation: if A, B E ff, and IA( + IBI > q + 1, then A + B = IF,. Indeed, if c E ff, 
is arbitrary, then c - B = {c - b 1 b E B} has cardinality \BI and therefore 
A C-I (c - B) is non-empty, i.e., there are elements a E A and b E B such that 
a+b=c. 0 
When t = q - 1, the previous theorem reduces to [13, Theorem 1.4.21 (when 
q > 3 is odd). Choosing also N in the same way as M in the previous proof we 
obtain the following result. 
Theorem 8. Suppose that q =pU is odd, where p is a prime, t > 2, t 1 p” - 1, 
t t p v - 1 for 1 c v < u. Zf R 2 ((q - 1)/t - 1)/2 then 
K,((t + 1)n + 1, R) s (t + l)q’“K,(n, R). 
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